



25-My typical day and weekend,hobbies

My typical day begins at 7 o´clock,when my mother wakes me.Sometimes it´s very difficult for me to stand up immediately.At first I go,probably as all people,to the bathroom,where I take a shower and brush my teeth.After this I take my clothes on.I like carrying different T-shirts,shirts and comfortable trousers.When I´m dressed I go to kitchen,where a prepared breakfast is already waiting for me.In the morning I eat always only fruits like orange,peach,apple or banana and some juice as a baverage.At 7.15 I set off to school.I go either by bus or by underground.The way takes me about 20 minutes up.I arrive to school about 7.40.At 7.50 the lesson starts.Once in 14 days it begins not till 9.40.Usually the teaching lasts untill 14.10.The only exception is Monday and Friday,when we are forced to spend at school less time.We have mostly 7 lessons a day.Each takes exactly 45 minutes.This time is estimated by school bell,that rings always on time.There are short breaks between lessons.The main break after the 3rd lesson is 25 minutes long and this is the time of eating a snack or buying something in our school refreshing(something to drink,ice-cream).My favourite subjects at school are English,German,PE.After the lessons is the right time for our school lunch.Every day there´s a possibility to choose from two different meals.On Monday,there are always two dishes(one salt,one sweet) without meat.After the lunch I pack as fast as possible and I´m already looking forward to be at home soon.In the last time I haven´t had much time because of the arrangements for the final exam.I spent a lot of time,about 3 hours a day,praparing the topics.Otherwise I slept to gain some energy and three times a week I went to an evening training of floorball.Usually I go about ten o´clock to bed,but I´m not able to practise this in the days of training and that´s why I´m often very tired.
At the weekend or on holiday I do sports much.I wake up about 10 o´clock.Then I read a while to be slowly awaken.Then I sit regularly to the front of the TV,watch some news or some interesting programmes and eat a breakfast.After this I must help a bit in the household.It means either putting the dishes away from the washing machine,vacuum cleaning or taking the litter out..Now I should have earned and deserved my free time,but again I have to say that my free time in the last period was absolutely influenced by learning for final exam and entering exam for the university.All my activities have crossed in one focus-final exam.
In my freetime I play computer games,browse Internet,play floorball or football,watch TV,listen to the music,but I also read very often.My favourite ganres are sci-fi and fantasy and with them are films connected tightly together of course.A part of our home´s equipment is also a satellite reciever,that is able to decode coded transmission and we have many programms that must be normally paid.One of them is only sci-fi programme in German language.At night I go sometimes to the disco,where I´m allowed and able to forget all the troubles of common life.
My biggest hobbies have already been named,so I´ll only try to add some other features of them.My biggest hobby is without any doubt sport.I´ve been doing several sports since my childhood.To the most favourite belongs floorball,ice-hockey,in-line hockey,volleyball,football and basketball.I don´t regret any while practising sports and I´m always very enthusiastic,when I have any occassion to go through a good game.I have played floorball for two years,last time in Tatran Støešovice,which is the best in the Czech Republic.I should also mention that I used to be a great fan of ice-hockey,when I was younger.I collected cards of NHL players and observed the results and stats every day.I also collected many signatures of Czech representants and I even visited a Worldchampionship in Switzerland.Ice hockey has simply been a big love for me for about four years.
I play quite often against my friend,who lives in the same house,one floor below,on the computer.We always throw a cable through our windows and connect our computers,so we are able to create a local net.We play usually strategies and actiongames either against each other or together versus computer.It is very funny and sometimes it´s not easy to abandon this senseful activity.Not as often as before I´m on Internet.I´m very interested in music and that´s why I download some music that I like right now or view some amazing sites..
The books I´m reading right now are:The Czechoslovak resistance in the west(refuse of czech emmigration against nacism)-I don´t read it from my free will.Books like this are needed for entering exams.Then I read very funny fantasy book from Terry Pretchett.

